Data Science Education Program
External Pedagogy Team - Growth Intern
Spring 2020 Application

The External Pedagogy - Global Adoption team is looking for interns to help with its efforts in orchestrating national data science education growth. As a pioneer in undergraduate data science education, UC Berkeley is looking to help grow a community of practice in data science pedagogy and infrastructure around the world. In order to streamline this new growth, we are creating a national community of practice for institutions to work with and learn from each other. Our team has hosted national workshops, presented our work at international conferences and papers, and have received interest from professors around the country. This opportunity is an exciting intersection between data science, education, and growth.

Responsibilities
● Reach out to institutions around the country to gauge interest in data science programs and grow a community of practice
● Work with institutions looking to adopt data science programs
● Document institutional progress and national data science initiatives
● Plan events regarding Berkeley’s data science initiatives

Position Details
● This position is paid
● 10 hours weekly commitment

Qualifications
● Interest in building and disseminating data science curricula
● Good communication skills and ability to work individually and in a team
● Effective in managing projects and organizing tasks
● Great attention to detail

Bonuses
● Prior experience in marketing and/or communications
● Prior experience in project management, especially on a large scale
● Experience in facilitating a data science course, project, research, etc
● Have taken or are currently taking Data 8/Data 8X
● Experience in communications, PR, strategy, graphic design

Apply here. If you have any questions about the application, please email ds-teams@berkeley.edu.